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is a mission movie about five characters and their plan against one person.n
Produced by Ganesh Jain and Ratan Jai , written and directed by Vikram Bhatt.
The film tells about a businessman (Krishna Patel), once betrayed by his friend
Mukunda (Mantar Bhagat), who, not even knowing about his devotion, beats
him with a bat, inflicting serious injury on him for several months. Directed by
Nasution, Arjun, Todd and Madhav, this simple melodrama comedy is about
what they have decided to call a "survival game" in which whoever has the most
revolvers wins. The difficult project was announced by Hari and his team in a
previous advertisement called "Short Story". This is a parody of the movie
"Funny Games". The film is about several guys and a girl who live together but
don't have a boyfriend. He is trying to make her his girlfriend and she wants to
marry him, she was married to his friend 3 times. And then one day a guy
appears in his life and a real pandemonium begins. It's a stand-up comedy
directed by English and Ben. This parody comedy, a comedy by Abdelatif
Keshish, but this time with Tas Kaimar and Fanitra Jaina. Hungama is a parody
made by Sarkat, Karan and Akman of the American comedy Kick Ass directed
by Kamal Kapoor. The film is set in South America, where a psychopath kills
people and sells corpses to Europe to get out of prison. PromaxBDA.com is a
subsidiary of the American film studio Promus, specializing in commercial and
non-commercial distribution of films and series, as well as providing computer
services in the field of film production. www.promaxbda.com...âœ‚ It took two
years to make this film. Based on the novel by Andrew Cohen, "The One Where
the Kill" is about four heroes who run an operation against terrorists during an
anti-terror operation.
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